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Sas 9.1 Output Delivery System User's Guide: BooksSAS Institute, 2003
Combining plenty of practical examples with detailed information, this user's guide shows you how to produce output that you can view with a Web browser or that takes advantage of a high-resolution PostScript printer, turn the output of a DATA step or procedure into a SAS data set, turn the output of a data query or procedure into an ODS document,...
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Shoot Macro: Professional Macrophotography Techniques for Exceptional Studio ImagesAmherst Media, 2014

	
		Few areas of photography require the level of unwavering technical expertise required for successful macrophotography. When you’re shooting very big images of very small subjects, even tiny flaws—be it in the lighting, composition, focusing, or any other aspect of the process—can result in unusable images. In this...
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Real World Print Production with Adobe Creative Suite ApplicationsPeachpit Press, 2009

	Contrary to popular belief, print is not dead! With all the interest in online publishing here in the 21st century, it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that information is still widely disseminated through the good old medium of print.

	

	The advent of desktop publishing granted new levels of power and control to the...
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Color Theory and Modeling For Computer Graphics, Visualization, and Multimedia ApplicationsSpringer, 1997
Color Theory and Modeling for Computer Graphics, Visualization, and Multimedia Applications deals with color vision and visual computing. This book provides an overview of the human visual system with an emphasis on color vision and perception. The book then goes on to discuss how human color vision and perception are applied in several...
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Illustrated Guide to Home Chemistry Experiments: All Lab, No Lecture (DIY Science)Maker Media, Inc, 2008

	
		For students, DIY hobbyists, and science buffs, who can no longer get real chemistry sets, this one-of-a-kind guide explains how to set up and use a home chemistry lab, with step-by-step instructions for conducting experiments in basic chemistry -- not just to make pretty colors and stinky smells, but to learn how to do real lab...
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Sony Vegas Pro 11 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	The Beginner's Guide to Sony Vegas Pro 11 is a great education and revision tool for the

	users of this powerful video editing software package. By working through the tutorial

	projects, the reader will gain a strong understanding of how the software works and the

	processes for creating exciting video projects. For the...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 3.0: Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2004
There’s a reason why digital camera icons abound in the splash screens and introductory views of the brand new Photoshop Elements 3.0. Digital photography and Elements were made for each other. However, whether you’re using a digital pixel-grabber or a conventional film camera, Adobe’s revamped easy-to-use image editor has the...
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CSS Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	The CSS Quick Syntax Reference is a 150-page syntax reference to the Cascading Style Sheet specification and style sheet language. It presents the essentials of CSS in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons or...
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Concepts, Applications, Experimentation and Analysis of Wireless Sensor Networks: Concepts, Applications, Experimentation and Analysis (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2020

	Writing a book is tempting, many ideas and topics, idea after idea, topic upon topic,

	what to elaborate, which one to mention, the reader must find a satisfying answer,

	enough knowledge; and overlooking or going-by topics is a painful choice for the

	author, as space is limited, a hard decision is to be made without compromising...
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Sams Teach Yourself Java 6 in 21 Days (5th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2007
“If you get only one Java book, it should be Sams Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days”   –PC Magazine
 

In just 21 days, you can acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to develop three kinds of programs with Java: applications on your computer, servlets on a web...
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Watercolor Painting For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	Have you ever been amazed by watercolor paintings that seem to spring to life before your eyes? Would you love to be able to paint with watercolors? Now, you can. Watercolor Painting For Dummies shows you the fun and easy way to create breathtaking paintings so beautiful you won’t believe you made them yourself.


	This...
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Charts and Graphs for Microsoft(R) Office Excel 2007 (Business Solutions)Que, 2007
It is easy to create a bad looking chart in Excel. This book teaches you how to unlock the beautiful formatting options available to make incredible looking charts. The first section will talk about how to decide which chart type to use. Subsequent chapters will walk through each chart type, how to create them, how to utilize them, and...
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